
Events and Reminders
Monday:

● Admin Team meeting (10:00am)
● Progress Reports - Elementary
● 7th grade career lessons - Ms. Diana
● Birthdays: Mia Jose, Adamaris Lozano, Arantxa Valdez
● Lunch: pizza

Tuesday:
● Boys Cross Country race - 5:00pm (Dover)
● Birthdays:  Josephine Pascual
● Lunch: nachos with chili and cheese

Wednesday
● Sumner senior meetings with Ms. Diana
● Middle school teacher meeting - 3:15pm
● Birthday: Mr. Diego!
● Lunch: fish sticks with macaroni and cheese

Thursday:
● Elementary teacher training (1:30pm - 2:50pm)
● Birthdays: Dominic Aquino, Jayse Morales
● Lunch: salisbury steak with mashed potatoes/gravy

Friday
● Navigator 360 training Admin team
● Sumner junior meetings
● Middle school scholar meeting

(2:30pm - Cafetorium)
● Birthday: Juan Hernandez
● Lunch: crispy chicken sandwich

Weekend Events
● Saturday school
● 7th/8th grade Berkeley event (10:30am-12:30pm)
● Saturday birthdays: David Gamez, Maite Lopez
● Monday birthdays: Mateo Lopez, Ms. Leticia!

Principal’s Message

A strategy often used at our school is the 
turn-and-talk. The turn-and-talk gives 
students the opportunity to share their 
thinking process with each other, before 
being asked to share out what they 
know/think. It also gives scholars an 
opportunity to interact with each other, 
which builds on the sense of community in 
the classroom, plus it allows them to 
practice their social skills. This strategy helps 
build scholars’ language skills as both 
listening and speaking skills are employed, 
but in a more “low stakes” way. Finally, it 
keeps the scholars engaged in the lesson, as 
everyone has something a task.    

Photos are from Kenia Perez’ and Nubia 
Yaruro’s First Grade classrooms during a 
Knowledge lesson on The Human Body. 
Many teachers have commented on how 
interested the scholars are in learning from 
the Knowledge lessons provided in CLKA 
and Caminos, our elementary Language 
Arts curricula from the publisher, Amplify. 
Knowledge-based lang. arts curricula are 
gaining momentum, most often credited to 
the research made popular by the book,   
The Knowledge Gap, by Natalie Wexler.
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      Thank you Maurena Rotering with “Adopt a Hillsborough 
Teacher” for sponsoring Ms. Martin’s classroom!                                                                


